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Supplementary Figure 1
Quality of unit isolation. A, projection on 2 principal components of the spikes (1st principal
component of channels 6 and 7) belonging to 10 well-isolated clusters (color dots) and
noise (gray). B, filtered waveforms of the isolated clusters. Same color code as in A. A
maximum of 200 waveforms (randomly chosen) is shown for each cluster. Noise cluster
and noise waveforms are shown in gray. Scale bar: 800 msec, 300 µV. C,
Autocorrelograms of the respective spikes (+/- 30 msec, ).

Supplementary Figure 2
Change in behavioral performance and examples of place cells in a discarded experiment,
due to very slow locomotion speed and low number of trials. A, sequences of trials in
Control and Drug condition. B, average mean running speed over the entire maze. C, six
example cells firing maps in Control and Drug conditions (upper right number gives peak
firing rate).

Supplementary Figure 3
A, comparison of the isolation index (Mahalanobis distance, Harris et al. 2000) of all
clusters isolated in Control, Drug and Recovery conditions. No significant differences were
found between condition (p>0.7 for the three comparison, ranksum test) B, relationship
between the numbers of putative pyramidal cells (cluster) isolated per electrodes across
conditions. A significant and non-reversible increase in the number of neurons recorded in
the Drug condition was observed (Control vs. Drug, p=0.017, Drug vs. Recovery, p=0.8,
two-sided signed rank test). Relationship between the number of place cells (C) and place
fields (D) recorded per electrode across conditions. No significant differences were
observed (p>0.2 for all comparisons, two-sided signed rank test). Altogether these results
suggest that following cannabinoid injection, silent cells become active (2). However those
“activated cells” fired with little spatial selectivity. This effect seems not to be directly
related to memory impairment as it did not reverse following behavioral recovery (see also
Supplementary Figure 6A)

Supplementary Figure 4
Firing maps of all place cells recorded across at least two behavioral conditions. Individual
cells are displayed on three main columns, each columns representing the firing map in

Control (left), Drug (center), Recovery (right). Identities of units and experiments are
shown on the right of each panel. Peak firing rate (in Hz) is shown in the upper right corner
of each map.

Supplementary Figure 5
Population vector analysis of spatial representation in Control, Drug and Recovery
conditions. A, Sorted linearized firing map (see Methods) for place cells recorded in
Control (left), Drug (center) and Recovery (right) condition. B, population vector crosscorrelation matrix in Control, Drug and Recovery. The width of the diagonal stripe indicates
the degree of the spatial overlap over which neuronal assemblies are correlated.

Supplementary Figure 6
A, information content for all putative pyramidal cells recorded in Control, Drug and
Recovery conditions. A small but non reversible decrease was observed between Control
and Drug condition. For all place fields recorded in each condition, distribution and
cumulative probability function of place field areas (B), in-field spikes/all spikes ratio (C),
peak and average firing rate (D,E) and in-field running speed (F). In these plots all neurons
are shown, irrespective whether they could be tracked across behavioral conditions. The
results are similar to the subgroup of neurons tracked under two or three conditions
(Figure 2). p values are from ranksum test.
Supplementary Figure 7
A, LFP theta power, sampled within each place field (Control vs. Drug and Recovery vs.
Drug conditions). B, same display for LFP theta frequency. C, Covariance analysis
between running speed and LFP theta frequency for all place fields with significant theta
modulation. D, correlation between peak oscillation frequency of units versus peak
frequency of LFP in the respective place fields. The change in correlation coefficient
observed in Drug condition was highly significant from Control and Recovery conditions
(Permutation test, Control vs. Drug Z-score =4.28, Recovery vs. Drug, Z-score =3.1,
Control vs. Recovery Z-score= 1.64).

Supplementary Figure 8
A, similar analysis as in Figure 5 but restricted for neuron pairs with theta-modulation in
their cross-correlograms. The decrease in correlation coefficient observed in Drug

condition was significantly different from Control and Recovery conditions (Permutation
test, Control vs. Drug, Z-score =4.96, Recovery vs. Drug, Z-score =3.52, Control vs.
Recovery Z-score= 0.32). B, average power spectra of the cross-correlograms for the
pairs included in this analysis.

Supplementary Figure 9
Example of 2 place cells with overlapping place fields, recorded throughout Control and
Drug conditions. A, Place maps of the cell A (upper panels) and cell B (lower panels),
simultaneously recorded in control (left panel) and drug (right panel) conditions. B
linearized average firing rates along the track for cell A (black line) and cell B (green)
during Control (left) and Drug (right) condition. C, filtered (0-20 Hz) cross-correlograms
between the spike trains of cell A and B in control (left) and drug condition (right). Doted
lines in B and C shows inter-fields distance and theta timescale lag, respectively.

Supplementary Figure 10
The vehicle injection had no effect on behavioral performance and neuronal activity. A,
Example of 2 place cells (cell A is upper row, cell B lower row) recorded simultaneously
across the forth first recording sessions (approx 15 minutes each) of experiment #13.
Between session 2 and 3 a vehicle injection (5% ethanol, 5% cremophor, 90% saline,
1ml/kg of Body Weight, I.P.) was given to the rat. Between session 3 and 4, a cannabinoid
injection (0.1mg/kg BW in the same vehicle) was performed. B, theta-scale sequence
compression index obtained from pairs of place cells with overlapping fields recorded in
the 4 same sessions (identity of the pairs throughout sessions was not determined). C,
behavioral performance and theta-scale sequence compression index across all the
sessions recorded for experiment #13. A similar absence of effect of the vehicle injection,
on behavioral performance and neuronal activity was observed in two other experiments
(not shown).
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Materials and Methods
All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of Rutgers University.
Behavioral task. Five Long–Evans rats (male, 300–400 g) were placed
under a controlled water restriction protocol (weight between 85 and 90% of the
original weight) and trained to run in a hippocampus-dependent delayed Tmaze alternation task (Figure 1) (1, 2). The maze consisted of an 8-shaped
elevated (50 cm) track with no lateral walls. Rats were initially trained by
rewarding every run to the water ports. When consistent maze running and
approach to the water points were established, the water delivery on the side
arms was withdrawn for trials in which the rat did not alternate. After alternation
performance was established, a delay (2 to 10 sec) was interposed manually
with movable barriers between trials to require engagement of hippocampal
networks (1, 2). Once animals performed the task very well (>85%) for several
consecutive sessions, access to water was provided for a full day before
surgery.
Silicon Probes/Tetrodes implantation. Silicon probes or an array of 4tetrodes were implanted above the right hippocampus under deep isoflurane
anesthesia and stereotaxic control. Rats 1 and 4 were implanted with 4
tetrodes, rats 2 and 3 were implanted with a 64-channel silicon probe and rat 5
with a 32-channel silicon probe. Craniotomies were performed and silicon
probes/tetrodes arrays, attached to movable drives, were centered at the
stereotaxic coordinates -3.2 AP and 2.5ML relative to Bregma and oriented
along the transverse axis of the hippocampus (45° parasagittal). The tip of the
silicon probes/tetrodes were implanted in the deep layers of the cortex (-1.4 DV
below brain surface) and lowered into the hippocampal CA1 pyramidal layer
within two weeks after surgery. A pair of stimulation electrodes was implanted at
the coordinates -6.5 AP and 3.5 ML relative to Bregma and 3.5 DV relative to
brain surface to stimulate the perforant path and to assist with the physiological
localization of the electrodes during recordings.
Experimental protocol and cannabinoid injection. Following surgical
recovery (1 to 2 weeks), the re-establishment of accurate/stable performance of
the alternation task and recording of CA1 ripple local field potential (LFP)
oscillations and large amplitude units in the home cage, recordings were
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performed in the maze before and after a systemic injection of a synthetic
cannabinoid. Because behavioral sensitivity to cannabinoid injection and
quality/stability of the units varied between animals or recording days, the
number of sessions performed was adjusted for each experiment. A single
experiment consisted of 1 to 4 control sessions followed by a single
cannabinoid injection (CP55940, potent cannabinoid receptor agonist, 0.1
mg/kg BW, I.P. in a vehicle composed of 5% ethanol, 5% Cremaphor and 90%
Saline, 1ml/kg BW) and 1 to 7 “drug” sessions, starting 20 minutes after the
injection and lasting up to 5 hours after. In 8 experiments 1 or 2 recovery
sessions were performed 6 hours after the injection or the following day (Table
1). Between each maze recording session, a rat was placed back in its home
cage with access to solid food (pellets and fruit loops cereal). In a few cases, a
sham vehicle injection was given to the rat between control sessions. Vehicle
injection had no effect either on behavior performance or on neuronal activity
(not shown)
Data acquisition. During physiological recording, data from all channels
were filtered (1Hz-5kHz), amplified (gain = 1000) and continuously sampled at
20 kHz on a 64-channel DataMax system (16-bit resolution). One or two small
LEDs (7-cm separation), mounted above the headstage, were recorded by an
overhead digital video camera and sampled (at 30 Hz). For offline spike sorting,
the raw traces were inspected visually using Neuroscope
(http://neuroscope.sourceforge.net). The wideband signals were digitally highpass filtered (0.8-5 kHz) and thresholded for spike detection (3). For each
putative spike, 32 data points at each channels on the shank/tetrode were
sampled, centered on the maximum spike amplitude. Based on the resulting set
of 32 dimensional vectors, three principal components were calculated for each
channel. These 3 by n channels principal components, were used by an
automatic clustering algorithm (KlustaKwik, http://
sourceforge.net/projects/klustakwik) to generate a first set of clusters, which
were manually verified and adjusted using Klusters
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/klusters) on the basis of the clusters’ auto- and
cross-correlograms, waveforms and mean firing rates (4). Auto-correlograms,
waveforms and mean firing rates were also used to discriminate putative
pyramidal cells from interneurons (5, 6). Clustering was performed
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independently for each recording session and blindly to the experimental
condition (Control, Drug or Recovery). Across sessions of a single experiment,
clusters with identical waveforms and principal components projections were
merged. Units that could be reliably tracked across at least two experimental
conditions (control-drug, drug-recovery, control-drug-recovery) represented a
third of the total number of the well-isolated units recorded (supplementary
Table1). We assume that this difficulty to track clusters across experimental
conditions was due either to small electrode drifts, occurring spontaneously
between recording sessions (experiments lasted from 2 to 8 hours) and/or
following intra-peritoneal injections, or to alteration in spike waveform due to
change in postsynaptic excitability. When appropriate, we performed
independent analyses both on the units that were unambiguously tracked
across conditions and on the entire population of units isolated. In general, we
recorded more drug sessions than control ones and the number of sessions
recorded varied between experiments. To avoid overrepresenting experiments
with greater numbers of sessions, the independent population analysis was
carried out using, for each experiment, one session per experimental condition
(Supplementary Table 1).
Place field quantification. To calculate the average unit firing rate as a
function of the position of the animal (firing maps), the space visited by the
animal in the maze was divided into a grid of 150x150 pixels (1 pixel = 1 sq.cm)
and in each pixel the number of spikes fired was divided by the amount of time
an animal spent in that pixel. The resulting firing maps were smooth with a
Gaussian kernel of horizontal and vertical standard deviation of 2.4 pixels. From
those smoothed firing maps, place fields were automatically detected using the
following procedure: normalized firing maps values were considered as heights
above a plane and contour plots at the level 0.1 (10% percent of maximum firing
rate) were detected. To be considered for analysis, a place-field needed to
satisfy the following criteria: the area inside the contour plot had to be larger
than 20 sq.cm, the animal had to spend at least 500 msec in the putative field
with a minimum of 4 re-entries interleaved by 1 seconds or more, and a
minimum of 50 spikes had to be fired. In figures (Figures 2, 4, Supplementary
Figures 3, 4), in order to visualize both the firing map and places visited by the
animal, Hue-Saturation-Value images, generated from smoothed firing rate
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(Hue) and occupancy maps (Value), were converted to RGB images.
Spatial information content: The spatial information content was
calculated according to the following equation:
Information per spike =

Ri

∑ P ⋅ R ⋅ log
i

i

2

Ri
R

where i is the pixel number, Pi is the probability of occupancy of pixel i, Ri is the
mean firing rate in pixel i, and R is the overall mean firing rate (7)
Spatial correlation: For each place cell, the pixel-by-pixel correlation
coefficient between Control and Drug firing rate maps was calculated. This
value was compared to the pixel-by-pixel correlation coefficient between the first
and second halves of the Control firing map. Only pixels in which the rats spent
at least 10 msec in both Control and Drug sessions were used to generate the
correlation coefficients. A similar procedure was performed between Recovery
and Drug recordings.
Phase precession. Instantaneous theta phase was derived from the
Hilbert transform of filtered (4-12 Hz) LFP traces and a phase value was
assigned to each action potential. The maze was linearized by orthogonally
projecting all position points onto the averaged trajectory of the rat and a
linearized position value was assigned to each action potential. To estimate the
strength of phase precession of place fields, the phases of the spikes were
systematically rotated by steps of 1 degree. For each of the 360 rotations, the
correlation between spikes phase and position was quantified using a
Spearman rank correlation. The correlation between phase and position for the
rotation that gave the regression line with the most negative coefficient was
taken as indicator of phase precession. Spikes fired while the animal was
running at a speed less than 5 cm/sec or while rearing were discarded. Place
fields with peak firing rates close to the water ports or the delay area were also
discarded.
Theta timescale correlation. The cells pairs included in this analysis were
selected solely on the basis of spatial overlap between their respective place
fields, using a semi-automatic method, blind to experimental condition. To be
included in the analysis the sum of the cross-correlation counts between 0 and
150 msec had to be larger than 20. Similarly than for phase precession
analysis, spikes fired while the animal was running at a speed less than 5
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cm/sec or rearing outside the track were discarded and place fields with their
peak firing close of the water ports or delay were discarded. For each pair, the
spikes fired in the place field were used to compute two smoothed 1dimensional spatial tuning curves (e.g., Figure 5A left columns). To calculate
the theta-time- scale lag between the two spikes trains, cross-correlograms
were computed and filtered (1-20 Hz). The theta timescale lag was determined
as the time off the cross-correlograms peak with highest amplitude between 100 msec and 100 msec. In a separate analysis, we constrained our analysis to
a subset of cell pairs, whose cross-correlograms were clearly theta modulated.
For this the power spectrogram of the filtered cross-correlograms were
computed. Pairs were with a peak theta power value below 0.005 were
discarded.
Running speed. The instantaneous running speed was calculated offline
from the rat's position on the maze. The speed was low-pass filtered to
eliminate large speed changes due to the rat's head movement.
Power analyses. Inside each place fields, LFP and unit power spectra
were computed by using multitaper estimators (8). The local maxima’s x-y
coordinates of the power spectra between 5 and 12 Hz were used to quantify
theta frequency and power respectively. If no local maxima was detected, the
place field was not included in the population analysis. This explains the
difference in numbers of data analyzed in Figure 2I-J, Figure 3E-F and Figure
S7C-D.
Statistics. Paired comparisons and independent population data
comparisons were done using, respectively, the signed rank test and the
ranksum test for non-parametric data. Correlation coefficients were calculated
using Spearman's rank correlation. Slopes of the linear regression were
calculated using robust linear regression (robustfit, Matlab). To test the
significance of the difference between the coefficients of correlation generated
from 2 datasets (for instance, between Control and Drug), the following
permutation test was used. The datasets were merged and identity (Control or
Drug) was randomly reassigned. The correlation coefficients were computed for
these surrogate Control and Drug datasets and the difference was calculated.
This procedure was repeated 500 times to generate 500 surrogate correlation
coefficients. Significance was estimated using the Z-score formula.
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To determine the contribution of running speed changes on the drug-induced
alteration of place cell firing rate, place cell oscillation and LFP oscillation,
analysis of covariance was applied using ‘’aoctool” (Matlab). The large
variability of the in-field LFP theta power values across experiments
(Supplementary figure 7A) precluded performing a covariance analysis between
infield LFP power and running speed.
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